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ABSTRACT

One potential application of negative ion beam sources
involves injection into field-reversed fusion devices for both
start-up and sustainment of plasma currents. High energies provide
the prerequisite large orbit ions to drive these currents. A
hybrid fluid-particle computational model is described that has
been developed to study injection into a field-reversed mirror.
Comparisons with the earlier experiments (2X-IIB) at the Lawrence
Livemore National Laboratory are encouraging and support the con-
cept of using high-energy injection in future devices.

INTRODUCTION

There are a variety of possible compact tori configurations,
e.g., the field-reversed mirror (FRM), field-reversed theta pinch
(FRTP), and spheromak (see Fig. 1). All have the common feature
that internal plasma currents make a major contribution to the con-
fining magnetic f ie ld , causing f ie ld reversal which, in turn, leads
to enhanced stabi l i ty and improved confinement characteristics.
Thus, injection of neutral beams created from high-energy negative
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ion beams can potentially play an important role. First, intense
beams can be used for start-up. For example, in addition to plasma
heating, the injection of such beams into a conventional mirror
provides a way to create field reversal, i.e., form a

FRM.1 Second, injected beams, if properly designed, can be used to
maintain plasma currents, hence reversal, allowing steady-state

operation.2

The plasma currents required are typically created by large
orbit ions, e.g., orbits that completely encircle the plasma
axis in the FRM. This reauires high-energy ions, and beams.
Negative ion syster.s appear to be the only way to meet these
requirements and still offer a high efficiency.

The use of a negative ion beam system to drive the desired
plasma current is more demanding than simply using a beam for
plasma heating. Restrictions must be placed on the energy, beam
profile, and angle of injection to achieve the necessary current
profile. The present paper is intended to illustrate these con-
siderations in some detail by describing a calculational technique
that has been developed to study FRM start-up.

FRM START-UP CALCULATIONS

A one-dimensional radial code has been developed to model
injection into an FRM. This code, FROST (Held Reversed One-
dimensional ^Tartup), allows for the inclusion oT radial profiles

for densities, currents, temperatures and fields.3 Also included
is a radial electric field. A hybrid model is employed: low tem-
perature background ions and electrons are modelled using two-fluid
equations and the higher energy ions are treated by a kinetic
model. We will briefly consider each model in the following
sections.

FLUID SECTION OF FROST

The background plasma section of FROST is needed for three
reasons. First, the diamagnetic plasma current must be
included. Second, a knowledge of background temperatures and den-
sities as a function of radial position allows an accurate deter-
mination of the birth distribution and slowing down of the high

energy ions. Finally, as suggested by Baldwin, et al.4,5^ electron
currents in the field null region must be included since they can
cancel out the local ion current, possibly preventing reversal.

FIELD CONFIGURATIOM

Fimire 2 compares the field configuration implicit in FROST to
the field shape in an "actual" FPM. The field lines in the code
are all in the +Z direction. Two cuts '•̂•/̂  Koen made from the
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Figure 2. Magnetic Field Configuration.

field null to the separatrix in the "actual" FRM field lines, and
the closed field lines have been opened up to form the 1-D con-
figuration in FROST. Hence the closed-field flux surfaces, which
are tori, are each mapped into two concentric cylinders. As a
result, any closed-field flux surface has two radial positions.
Thus, the background densities and temperatures are the same at
each of these pairs of radii. As described later, to account for
this coupling implicitly, a Lagrangian coordinate system with the
flux coordinate, <|>, is used.

RADIAL FLUID EQUATIONS

The fluid equations used to model the background plasma,
except in the region near the field null, are shown in Eulerian
form in Fig. 3 for .the closed region (open field equations are
similar). These simplified equations are derived from the full set

3 3of fluid eauations by first setting j- and ̂r- to zero. Then

inertial terms are dropped to eliminate unwanted MHD oscillations.
Finally, the high-energy ion density is assumed to be much smaller
than the background plasma density, as is typical for FRMs. This
allows one to set the radial electric field equal to zero in the
closed field region. (The radial electric field in the open field
region fs zero because of "line tying.")

The equation set involves "flow" equations along with pressure
balance conditions. The magnetic field eauations imply flux con-
servation - i.e., a background plasma particle always moves so as
to remain on the same flux surface. The pressure balance equation
relates the magnetic field, the plasma pressure and the ion ring
current. The ring current (Jring) is supplied by the high energy

ion section of the code. The fluid approximation does not apply
near the field null, where the low magnetic field permits a large
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Figure 3. Radial Fluid Equations - Eulerian Form Clos*-A Field
Region, (approximations: me/m.,••»• 04 ne* n1-» nr-nq , E r •> 0)

electron and ion gyroradius. In this region a separate model for
the plasma current density and temperature is incorporated using a
single equation of motion that describes bulk electron dynamics.
This treatment applies to the plasma within one thermal gyroexcur-
sion from the field null. The null region is treated as unmag-
netized; electrons are accelerated by the inductive electric field
and collisions with ions; damping is provided by electron
viscosity.

METHOD OF SOLUTION - LAGRANGIAN MESH

The fluid equations are solved using a Lagrangian mesh with
the flux coordinate ij» as the independent variable. Plasma den-
sities and temperatures for electrons and ions as well as the
values of the magnetic field are tabulated over a grid of flux sur-
faces. The radii of all flux surfaces are also stored. During
each time step the changes in the background plasma values are
found by solving the pressure balance equation for the changes in
the flux surface position.

EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS WITH 1-D FLUID CODE

The functional dependence of the ring current on r and t was
pre-described for test runs of the fluid code. The ring current
shape was assumed to be parabolic in r, lying between zero and 50
cm. The amplitude of the current rose linearly with time to a
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maximum of -8.7xlQ2 A/cm^ at 1 msec. Refueling sources were assumed
to be directly proportional to the ion density (set equal to the
ion density divided by 1 msec.) As ion refueling energy of 10.0
keV was assumed while the associated electrons were cold. To model
the field null-region, the nagnetic field there was assumed

to be linear in r. The pressure balance equation [p + B2/2u0] =

-Jring8 was tnen integrated to give a condition on the total plasma
pressure over the field null region.

Results are shown in Figures 4 and 5 where the magnetic field
and the background densities and temperatures are plotted as a
function of r for times 0, 2 and 5 msec. Fired mesh points in
these figures are indicated by numbered crosses. This test started
with an initially reversed background plasma (B(r=0)/30 = -0.75).

The initial ion and electron temperatures were equal in the closed
field region, varying from 5 keV at the separatrix (92 cm) to 10
keV near the field null. The ion temperature in the open-field
region is uniform at 2.5 keV except for a sharp drop to zero near
the vacuum region (from r=97 cm to the wall). The open field
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Figure 4. Profiles for the Magnetic Field and the
Assumed Ring Current at 0.0, 0.2, and 0.5 msec.
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Figure 5. Profiles for the Background Electron
Temperature, Ion Temperature, and Ion
Density at 0.0, 0.2, and 0.5 msec. ,

electron temperature is fixed (by stream stabilization) at 100 eV.
Ion and electron densities are initially uniform at 1014 cm-3 ex_
cept for the sharp drop at the edge of the plasma. The densities,
temperatures and magnet.c fields are all discontinuous at the
separatrix but the plasma pressure plus the magnetic pressure is
continuous there.

As the ring current increases, the centerline magnetic field
is further reversed. However, the plasma diamagnetic current par-
tially opposes the increasing ring current. If the change in the
magnetic field were determined by the ring current alone, B(r=O)
would be -4.55 kG instead of only -2.8 kG. Since the greatest
fractional increase in B occurs near the centerline, the plasma
there and just inside the separatrix on the same flux surface are
compressed more than elsewhere. This accounts for the positive
gradient in density as one moves outward from the field null region
to the centerline or separatrix.

Because there are no diffusive losses in the closed-field
region, refueling causes a density buildup. The refueling energy
(10 keV) for ions is close to the ion temperature (5 to 10 keV) so
there is little change in ion temperature. However, since the
refueling electrons are cold, the electron temperature falls in
this example.
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KINETIC MODEL OF ION RING

Tangential injection is used so that injected ions have large
orbits that encircle the central axis, forming a "ring" of current.
As the ring grows, its field cancels out the mirror field on axis,
giving reversal. Since the ratio of the ion gyroradius to the
plasma size is large, a kinetic model is desirable.

The one-dimensional kinetic ion model treats the plasma as
azimuthally symmetric with no axial dependence, the radial depen-
dence of the plasma parameters being computed in time. The time
evolution of the distribution for ions from the beam is followed by
a numerical multigroup treatment in the "constants" of motion:
energy, E, and canonical angular momentum, P$ = mv$r+q<l>.

With the assumptions of azimuthal symmetry and no axial velocity,
the trajectory of the ions in each group is uninuely determined:

<t> m r > V - m '

Since the ion gyroperiod (~10~7 s) is so much shorter than the time
scale for startup (~10-3 s), the ion orbits are averaged over a
radial bounce to form density and current profiles for each group:

n(r) = i • ; x =- J dr/vr (2)

The total ion current and density are found by a summation over
these profiles, weighted by the number of particles per centimeter
in each group.

The inductive electric field, Ê ,, and collisions with

electrons are treated as perturbations that gradually move par-
ticles to adjacent groups in E and P$. For example, energy losses

from the inductive electric field and from collisions with
electrons are averaged in radius using the group profiles as
weights. These integrated energy loss rates then cause
particles to move downward in energy groups. The injected beam
attenuation, i.e., the ion source rate, are computed on a rec-
tangular grid across the beam footprint. Ionization and charge
exchange reactions are produced by collisions with both the fluid
target plasma and the large-orbit ion groups. All charge exchange
neutrals are assumed to leave the plasma. Knowledge of the beam
particle energy and the magnetic flux function, ip(r), then permits
the source profile in E-P<j> space to be computed.
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To begin each time step, the number of particles per cen-
timeter deposited by the beam in each group is found. Next, the
total ion density and current are computed from the new ion distri-
bution. Then, the self-consistent magnetic and inductive electric
fields are updated. To complete the cycle, particles are moved in
phase space due to collisions with electrons and the inductive
electric field.

In a typical example, we considered an 80-keV 100 A/cm neutral
beam injected in cm off-axis through a 10-cm beamport into a 30-cm
radius target plasma. The backgound density profile was taken to
be cubic, going to zero at the 30-cm wall. The average plasma den-
sity of the target was 2.5x1013 cnr3, and the temperature was 100
eV. The vacuum magnetic field was 6 kG. Field reversal was
achieved after 0.12 ms. The total ion current at this time was
-6.16 kA. The large-orbit ions made up ~30% of the plasma ions.

In summary, with the large-orbit ion distribution described by
E and P4,, the characteristic time scale for the simulation is the
ion slowing down time, rather than the cyclotron period used in
particle tracking codes. Unlike the previous application of this
technique to describe fusion products, our model computes the ion
current, which reverses the field, directly from the distribution
function. The self-consistent fields are then found through
Ampere's and Faraday's Laws.

MERGER TO FORM FROST

A flow diagram of the merged codes is shown in Fig. 6.
Coupling between the fluid background and the high energy ring is
provided by a quasi-static pressure balance which treats both fluid
and ring contribution to the plasma current:

to. pfiuid
J ri no (3)

In FROST, time steps follow the sequence:
1) Ion ring currents and densities are calculated by the high

energy ion model.
2) Based on this current, the solution to the pressure balance is

found by solving the corresponding matrix equation over the
Lagrangian mesh. Here, a Gaussian elimination algorithm is
used.

3) The values of flux surface velocities (Ur) are computed at
each grid point. The.plasma density, pressure and magnetic
field are then updated.

4) The time step is incremented and steps 1-3 repeated.
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Figure 6. Flowchart for Combined Fluid Code and
High Energy Ion Model.

APPLICATION OF FROST TO 2X-IIB

Start-up of a FRM via neutral beam injection was attempted on
2X-IIB at Livermore2 (1975-1979), but the greatest field depression
observed was Bapplied/

B = 0.90. Failure to reverse was blamed
on low electron temperature (Te ~ 100 eV) and insufficient beam
current (up to 500 A @ 20 kV was used). The experiment was then
reconfigured into P-II, which used a Marshall gun plasma to form
the target plasma. Still, the beam and target requirements for
reversal in 2X-IIB remain uncertain. A central issue is the role
of electron return currents just before the field lines close.

In order to model a 2X-IIB reversal experiment, the null
current model described earlier has been used in FROST. Figure 7
depicts results where a 15 A/cm neutral beam was aimed 4.5 cm off-
axis into a plasma stream of density 10l3/cm3s temperature 0.1 keV
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and radius 12 cm. The vacuum field was 4.65 kG and the wall radius
was 12 cm. Without the electron current model reversal occurs
after D.95 msec of injection. With this current included, inci-
pient reversal still occurs, but is delayed by ~ 0.065 msec. More
importantly, the rate at which the magnetic field is decreased on
axis is only ~ 20% of the case with no electron null model.

Figure 7. Simulation of a 2X-IIB reversal experiment using
the hybrid code FROST. The central magnetic field
is shown as a function of time, both with and with-
out the null electron current model. The rate of
reversal with electron dynamics is only .175 of the
rate predicted for ion dynamics only.

SUMMARY

Electron return currents at a field null pose difficulty in
FRM start-up and steady-state operation. Consequently, we have
developed a hybrid model that not only describes their dynamics but
also treats, high energy injected ions separately from the
background "fluid" plasmas.

A preliminary application of the model has simulated 2X-IIB
reversal experiment. We find that electron viscousity prevents
complete cancellation of the ion current, allowing initial reversal
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to occur, although at a much reduced rate. However, the electron
viscousity is highly sensitive to temperature; for electron tem-
perature above ~ 1 keV it is ineffective for 2X-IIB-like parame-
ters. If electrons in the newly created closed-field plasma heat
up too rapidly, reversal is thwarted.

These results are very encouraging for beam driven reversed
configurations. The 2X-IIB device used relatively low (~20 keV)
injected beams: however, much higher energies (>100 keV) would be
required for bv̂ th start-up and sustainment of currents in reactor-
scale devices. Conseauently this appears to be an iroDortant poten-
tial future application of negative ion beams.
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